
Future trends - By roger gudoBBa

The Intelligent Computer
The iPhone 4s has dominated the headlines as a “smarter” phone. If we take 
that one step further maybe mortgage can benefit from a “smarter” computer.

An intelligent computer that can take a normally phrased question and deliver a single 
correct answer- not a list of a million Web pages- has long been a goal of researchers. 
The applications of such technololgy span virtually every industry and will represent a 

monumental step forward in leveraging the accumulated human knowledge. Rather than relearn 
what is already known to reach a decision, we can focus on the use of that knowledge for problem 
solving and new development.

ELIZA was an early example of primitive natural language processing. It simulated conversations 
with humans by mapping their responses to coded scripts, following if-then-else style parsing and 
keyword substitutions to create the impression of intelligent language processing.  This computer pro-
gram was written at MIT by Joseph Weizenbaum sometime between 1964 and 1966. He is also the 

author of the classic book, “Computer Power and Hu-
man Reason.”

This was 15 years before the personal computer 
and 30 years before most attempts at “natural lan-
guage processing” solutions on the Internet. ELIZA 
had almost no intelligence whatsoever yet when the 
original ELIZA first appeared in the 60s, some people 
actually ascribed understanding and motivation to the 
program’s output. The illusion of intelligence worked 

best, however, if you limited your conversation to talking about yourself and your life.
Weizenbaum was the first to note that the ELIZA conversations weren’t an example of computer 

“thinking,” but really consisted of some clever programming techniques. His argument that computers 
were merely tools to assist humans in their everyday lives put him in opposition to many of the leading 
researchers in the emerging field of artificial intelligence. Weizenbaum put the issue in perspective and 
noted that computers as thinking machines weren’t right around the corner.

He drew more fire from the AI community with his book, “Computer Power and Human Reason,” 
which argued in part that man, from the view of information processing, is looked at as a means and not 
as an end. He worried that many computer scientists were following paths that were dehumanizing.

IBM has helped to drive research and innovation, along with its stock, with self-styled ‘grand chal-
lenges’ intended to demonstrate technological advancements to a wide audience. Among the most no-
table was Deep Blue, a chess-playing computer.  In 1997, Deep Blue captured worldwide attention by 
competing against world champion Gary Kasparov and winning a six-game match. Kasparov, who had 
beaten a previous version of the computer in 1996, accused IBM of cheating and demanded a rematch. 
IBM declined and the computer was dismantled. Nevertheless, great popular interest was generated.

Named for IBM founder Thomas J. Watson, Watson is the result of IBM’s latest  Grand Challenge. 
This super computer was designed to further the science of natural language processing through ad-
vances in question and answer technology and was showcased on the television game show Jeopardy.

Watson is made up of 90 servers capable of performing 80 trillion calculations a second and a da-
tabase built from encyclopedias, dictionaries, novels, news articles, and other text. Watson has roughly 

The currency of financial services is 
information, said Carl Abrams, Financial 
Services Sector Business Executive 
for IBM Research.
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200 million pages of natural language 
content, equivalent to reading 1 mil-
lion books.

For the challenge, more than 100 
different techniques were used to 
analyze natural language, identify 
sources, find and generate hypoth-
eses, find and score evidence, and 
merge and rank hypotheses.

When given a question, Watson 
breaks it down into parts of speech, 
proper names, and other components, 
and then analyzes the relationship 
between the words based on a set of 
rules. Using a series of algorithms, the system can analyze the 
meaning of natural-language questions and deliver an answer - 
after measuring the probable accuracy of the various alternatives 
- within seconds. It then ranks the answers on the basis of their 
probable accuracy. When Watson was not sure of an answer dur-
ing its Jeopardy play, it did not respond. Its coded strategy was 
to avoid the risk of losing bets when it did not ‘know’ the an-
swer, unlike its human competitors who might rely on impulse 
responses and hunches when they were uncertain. Note that to 
have any chance of winning, the human players had to hit their 
buzzers within three seconds to match Watson’s speed.

Watson was the Bronze winner in this year’s Wall Street 
Journal Technology Innovation Awards. “Although Watson’s 
semantic comprehension would occasionally still miss the 
meaning of complex human statements, its net ability is as-
tounding and a true step forward in machine learning,” says 
Robert Drost, an Innovation Awards judge and founder and 
chief executive of Pluribus Networks Inc., a virtualization 
technology company. Judges for the Innovation Awards praised 
Watson for overcoming the immense challenges involved in 
parsing natural-language questions and providing answers 
across such vast domains of knowledge.

DeepQA is architecture with an accompanying methodology, 
but it is not specific to the Jeopardy Challenge. This project has 
advanced the fields of unstructured data analytics, natural lan-
guage processing, and the design of work-load optimized prob-
lems. The technology can be adapted to solve business problems 
- for example, diagnosing disease, handling online technical sup-
port problems, and parsing vast tracts of legal documents - and 

to drive progress across industries.
Siri, the new voice command 

system available on the latest 
iPhone 4S, appears to be the single 
most popular generationally-added 
iPhone feature yet. It is a non-geeky 
product, immediately useful for all 
technical levels. 

Your wish is its command. It un-
derstands what you say. It’s like hav-
ing a conversation with your phone.

It knows what you mean. It’s 
proactive so it will question you un-
til it finds what you’re looking for.

It has so much to tell you. Siri uses almost all of the built-in 
apps on the iPhone 4S to write and send emails and text, search 
the web, play songs, and get directions.

It takes dictation. For example, think about how this 
technology could change the consumer experience. No more 
going through a myriad of pressing numbers to navigate to 
a human being, only to miss one step and have to start all 
over again. It’s not human but it feels like you are talking to 
a human.

No longer will Google and Bing bombard users with hun-
dreds or even thousands of dumb links to dubious sources. In-
stead, people will get the unique and meaningful answers they 
are seeking.

Jordan Mechner, a computer game developer, was in-
trigued, fascinated, and alarmed by Siri’s development and 
thought it would make sense to introduce Siri to his psycho-
therapist, ELIZA.

Visit his website for the conversation, www.jordanmechner.
com or visit www.manifestation.com/neurotoys/eliza.php to 
have a conversation with ELIZA yourself.

Some project that a single server could perform the same 
data management tasks as Watson’s 90 servers within the next 
seven years. That’s seven years. The impacts of such develop-
ment are far-reaching. Within the mortgage industry, we can 
easily imagine decision-making that is informed with every 
relevant fact and detail at every moment of the lending process; 
indeed, the stages of the lending process can be transformed 
by a perfected knowledge of borrower, institution, regulatory 
environment, and industry conditions. ❖

Roger Gudobba has over 20 years of mortgage experience. He is CEO at PROGRESS in Lending and Chief Strategy 
Officer at technology vendor Compliance Systems. Roger is an advocate of data standardization and a more data-
driven approach to mortgage. Roger can be reached via e-mail at rgudobba@compliancesystems.com.

It’s not human
 but it feels like 

you are talking to 
a human... People 

will get the 
unique and meaningful 

answers they  
are seeking.
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